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Abstract. This paper shows the equivalence of two semantics for a version of Concurrent Prolog 
with non-flat guards: an operational semantics based on a transition system and a denotational 
semantics which is a metric semantics (the domains are metric spaces). We do this in the following 
manner. First a uniform language :I" is considered, that is a language where the atomic actions 
have arbitrary interpretation>. For this language we define an operational and a denotational 
semantics, and we prove that the denotational semantics is correct with respect to the operational 
semantics. This result relies on Banach's fixed point theorem. Techniques stemming from impera-
tive languages are used. Then we show how to translate a Concurrent Prolog program to a program 
in :.! by selecting certain basic sets for :f" and then instantiating the interpretation function for 
the atomic actions. In this way we induce the two semantics for Concurrent Prolog and the 
equivalence between the two semantics. 
I. Introduction 
"'Pure" logic programming ( LP) has by now a well-established semantic theory, 
described in, e.g. [26, 2, 4]. Traditionally, at least two varieties of semantics are 
distinguished, viz. the "declarative" (minimal models, least fixed point of an 
immediate consequence operator) and "'operational/procedural" (SLD resolution), 
and for pure LP, it is a standard result that these semantics all coincide. For logic 
programming languages-with the emphasis now on programming language rather 
than on the underlying mathematical framework of pure LP-the situation is much 
less clear. Already for PRO LOG, the prime example of a sequential language with 
its prescribed execution order (left-first selection and depth-first searching) and cut 
operator, the development of models situated in the tradition of programming 
language semantics, viz. operational and denotational, and the establishment of the 
relationships between these models is a topic of recent and current research (e.g. 
[19, 14, 5, 13]). 
Next we consider the field of parallel logic languages. The most well known 
parallel logic languages are Concurrent Prolog [35], PARLOG [7, 31] and Guarded 
Horn Clauses [38]. Further offsprings include (see [31] for more details and compara-
tive language design comments) Flat Concurrent Prolog [27] and Flat Guarded 
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Horn Clauses (discussed in [31]). Finally, we mention TFCP (Theoretical Flat 
Concurrent Prolog), described in [36]. 
Parallelism in LP languages brings along the well-known (from the field of 
imperative !aguages) phenomena such as synchronization, suspension and deadlock, 
sending and receiving of messages, and process creation. Accordingly, it may be 
more advantageous to address the semantics issues in parallel LP following the 
tradition in imperative languages (emphasizing "control") rather than that of pure 
LP (emphasizing "logic") (cf. [8]). 
For operational semantics the method of Structured Operational Semantics [ 18, 
30] has become the standard tool. Systems of (possibly labeled) transitions are 
embedded into syntax directed deductive systems, providing a concise, powerful 
and flexible tool, as demonstrated by numerous applications (for parallel logic 
languages we mention [33]). For denotational semantics we use metric structures 
as our main tool. The motivation for this is, briefly, the following. In a setting with 
parallelism, some form of "history" of the computation (be it (sets of) sequences 
or traces, trees etc.) always plays a key role. Now, firstly, histories allow a natural 
metric (the longer the histories remain the same, the smaller their distance). Secondly, 
with repect to this metric many functions which play a role in our semantic domains 
are contracting. Contracting functions have unique fixed points, a fortunate circum-
stance which faciltates definitions of (the meaning of) recursion and of semantic 
operators, and which leads to a uniform and powerful technique in comparing 
concurrency semantics [22, 9]. 
A well-known phenomenon from imperative concurrency is that of deadlock (in 
LP returning as failure), inducing the need for a model which embodies more 
structure than just (sets of) sequences. A large variety of such "branching time" 
models has by now been proposed, including ready sets, failure sets, and (synchroni-
zation) trees (see [29] for a comparison). In the case where programming notions 
requiring branching time are combined with state transformations, the need for 
Plotkin's resumptions arises. We have developed our own (metric) way of solving 
domain equations which are at the bottom of such resumptions (described in [ 1 OJ 
or [1]). The introduction of committed-choice in parallel logic languages is a cause 
of deadlock (see for example [16] for an analysis of this phenomenon). 
In [21] we developed a denotational semantics for a version of Concurrent Prolog, 
employing the metric techniques (domains of processes in the resumptions style, 
contracting functions etc.) of [10] and successors. The branching structure built up 
as result of a computation before a commit is encountered, is collapsed, at the 
moment of such an encounter, into a set of streams. The paper [17] develops, for 
the language TFCP [36], operational and denotational semantics, the latter based 
on failure sets. Moreover, a fully abstractness theorem relating the two is presented. 
The third investigation we mention follows the approach of declarative semantics. 
In [25], a comprehensive analysis is provided of a number of synchronization 
mechanisms in parallel logic languages. This is achieved by defining a "universal" 
language which incorporates all the features required to model the various syn-
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chronization mechanisms, and which contains as proper subsets Concurrent Prolog, 
Flat CP, GHC (and, a fortiori, Pure Horn Clause Logic). This language is given 
the usual semantic definitions on an extended Herbrand Universe, and all the 
standard results are shown to hold. The paper (25) is an extension of (24), dealing 
with the declarative semantics of logical read-only variables. Recently, declarative 
semantics for Flat Guarded Horn Clauses was also proposed (23]. 
In this paper we develop an operational and a denotational semantics for a 
language 5£. This language is uniform in the sense that the elementary actions can 
have arbitrary interpretations. Another feature of 5£ is that we have an operator 
that turns its argument (any, possibly complex, statement s) into an elementary 
action or (control) atom, denoted by [s]; hence our emphasis on atomicity in this 
investigation. We provide a proof of the correctness of the denotational semantics 
with respect to the operational semantics (we show that there exists a restriction 
operator which relates the two). The operational semantics (}is based on a transition 
system. The denotational semantics @ is a metric semantics: the domains are metric 
spaces. A key role is played by contractions; they are used in almost all definitions. 
We have used uniform abstraction; in order to obtain the two semantics for Concur-
rent Prolog, we interpret the abstract sets of 5£. For example, the set of elementary 
actions B will be the set of pairs (a 1 , a2) of (logical) atoms. The intended meaning 
of such a pair (a 1 , a2 ) of atoms is that we have to unify a 1 and a2 • We then show 
how to translate a Concurrent Prolog program to a program in the uniform language 
5£. The denotational model that is induced in this way (from the denotational model 
for 5£) resembles the model given in (21]. We also have an induced operational 
semantics and an induced relation between the two semantics. Figure 1 shows the 
relations. Note that the heavy lines in this figure refer to induced mappings only. 
We think that the uniform abstraction procedure of first giving semantics to a 
uniform language and then the interpretation, gives more insight into the model. 
Moreover, we have the automatic link with an operational model. 
CP 
translation 
,:!' 
// ~~ 
/ ('J restr 0J ~ 
s 
Fig. 1. Overview of the models. 
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The idea of a translation of Concurrent Pro log has already been presented in [ 6). 
In that paper a translation to Milner's CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) 
is provided. The recursion structure that is used in the paper is different: a clause 
is modeled by an agent which tries continuously to apply itself. In our model the 
equivalent of a set of clauses is a set of (recursive) procedures. The model in [6] 
is based on synchronous communication, which is not present in our model. 
We treat a larger subset of Concurrent Prolog than [17]. The main difference is 
that we allow non-flat guards. This leads to more complex semantic domains: we 
have to introduce the notion of atomicity. For semantic models of flat Guarded 
Horn Clauses we refer to [28]. He gives a semantics based on interactions with the 
outside world (a kind of assumption/ commitment pairs). One of the nice points of 
[17] is that it makes clear what can be observed from a Concurrent Prolog program; 
for example that we can distinguish between failure and deadlock. They prove that 
their semantics is fully abstract with respect to the operational semantics. If we take 
the same observation criteria, we can adapt our semantic model (restricted to the 
subset considered by [ 17]) in such a way that it is fully abstract along the lines of 
the methods described in [32]. A point of further research is whether or not non-flat 
guards influence these results. Following [3] we recall that in the case of unbounded 
non-determinism (caused by non-flat guards) it might be impossible to assign a fully 
abstract semantics. 
We give an outline of the rest of our paper. Metric topological preliminaries are 
given in Section 2. Section 3 describes the language Y: with its operational semantics 
l!J and in Section 4 the denotational semantics is defined. Section 5 gives the 
relationship between l!J and q}J_ Finally, Section 6 provides the translation from 
Concurrent Prolog to Y:. There are two appendices: the first one shows the compact-
ness of a certain set (this result is used to show that one of the sematic models is 
well-defined) and in the second appendix we treat the extended unification of 
Concurrent Prolog. 
2. Metric preliminaries 
We give in this section some basic definitions and properties about metric spaces. 
Let N be the set of natural numbers. For further reference we suggest [15]. 
Definition 2.1 (Metric spaces). A metric space is a pair ( M, d) with M a non-empty 
set and d mapping d: M x M...,, [O, 1] (a metric distance), which satisfies the 
following properties: 
(1) 'Vx, y E M[d(x, y) = O<=:>x = y ], 
(2) 'Vx, y E M[d(x, y) = d(y, x)], 
(3) 'Vx, y, z E M[ d (x, y):;;;; d (x, z) + d (z, y)]. 
A metric space is called an ultrametric space if we replace (3) by the stronger (3'): 
(3') 'Vx, y, z E M[d (x, y):;;;; max( d(x, z ), d (z, y) )]. 
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Definition 2.2. Let (M, d) be metric space. Let (x;) be a sequence in M. 
(1) We say that (x;); is a Cauchy sequence whenever we have 
Ve> 0 3N EN 'in, m > N [d(x", Xm) < e]. 
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(2) Let x EM. We say that (x;); converges to x and call x the limit of (x;); 
whenever we have 
'Ve > 0 3 N E N 'V m > N [ d ( x, Xm) < e]. 
Such a sequence we call convergent. Notation: lim;~o:: X; = x. 
(3) The metric space (M, d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence 
converges to an element of M. 
Definition 2.3. Let (M1 , d 1 ), (M2 , d2 ) be metric spaces. Let Q.;;; c < 1. A function j 
from M 1 to M 2 which satisfies 
we call contracting. 
Theorem 2.4 (Banach's fixed point theorem). Let (M, d) be a complete metric space 
and/: M ~Ma contracting function. Then there exists an x EM such that the following 
hold: 
(1) f(x) = x (x is a fixed point off), 
(2) 'VyeM[f(y)=y=?y=x](xisunique). 
Definition 2.5 (Closed subsets). A subset X of a metric space ( M, d) is called closed 
whenever each Cauchy sequence of elements in X converges to an element of X. 
Definition 2.6. The closure Cl(X) of a subset X of a metric space is the set 
{lim;~oo y;: Vi [y; EX] A (y;); is a Cauchy sequence}. 
Definition 2.7 (Compact subsets). A subset X of a metric space (M, d) is called 
compact whenever each sequence of elements in X has a convergent subsequence. 
Definition 2.8. Let (M, d), (Mi. d 1), (M2 , d2) be metric spaces. 
( 1) We define a metric d on the functions in M 1 ~ M 2 as follows. For f 1 , / 2 E 
M1~M2 
d(/1,f2)=sup{d2(/1(x),f2(x)): xe M1}. 
(2) Let 
r!l'c0 (M) = {X c M: X is compact and non-empty} 
and 
r!l'c1(M) = {X c M: X is closed and non-empty}. 
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We define a metric dH on both !1l'c0 (M) and !1l'c1(M), called the Hausdorff distance, 
as follows. For every X, YE!1/'c0 (M)(E g>c1(M)) 
dH (X, Y) = max{sup{d(x, Y): x EX}, sup{d(y, X): y E Y}} 
where d(x, Z) = inf{d(x, z): ze Z} for every Z c. M, xe M. 
(3) We define a metric on the cartesian product M1 x M2 as follows: 
d(( ) ( )) -{d1(X1,X2) X1#=X2, 
X1' Yi ' X2' Y2 - I d ( ) 2" 2 Y1.Y2 X1=X2. 
Theorem 2.9. Let (M, d), (M1 , d1), (M2 , d2 ) be complete (ultra)metric spaces. We 
have that M 1 ~ M 2 , (i}lc0 (M), 9'c1(M) and M 1 x M 2 (with the metrics defined above) 
are complete (ultra) metric spaces. 
In the sequel we sometimes suppress definitions of metrics. We then assume that 
they are constructed in the standard way outlined above. 
3. Syntax and operational semantics 
Assume given a (possibly infinite) set of atomic actions B, with typical element 
b. Let Proc, with typical element P, be a set of procedure variables. These two basic 
sets are used in the following. 
Definition 3.1. We define the set of statements 2, with typical element s, by the 
following grammar: 
s ::= b IP I S1; s2 ls1 + s2ls1 II s2i[s]. 
A statement s is one of the following six forms: 
• an elementary action b; 
• a procedure variable P; 
• the sequential composition s1 ; s2 of statements s 1 and s2 ; 
• the non-deterministic choice s1 + s2; 
• the concurrent execution s1 II s2 , modeled by arbitrary interleaving; 
• the atomic version [s] of s, modeled by interpreting s as an elementary action. 
Assume given a set of states 1:, with typical element u. Let lnt = B ~.:I ~pt1rtial .:I 
be the set of interpretations and let/ be a typical element of lnt. Given an elementary 
action b and an initial state u,f(b )( u) (it it exists) is the state after the execution 
of b in state u. The set of declarations Deel (with typical element d) has as elements 
functions from Proc ~ .ftg, where 2 8 (the set of guarded statements) is defined as 
follows. 
Definition 3.2. We define the set of guarded statements 2g, with typical element g, 
by the following syntax: 
g: := b I g; s I g1 + g2 I g1 II gil [gJ. 
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Note that 2g c 2. Intuitively, a statement s is guarded if all procedure variables 
occurring in it are preceded by some statement. A program is a triple (f, d, s ), where 
s is a statement, d E Deel is a declaration for the procedure variables in s and f is 
an interpretation of the atomic actions. Let Prog be the set of programs. In the 
sequel we sometimes suppress the declaration and interpretation parts of a program; 
instead of writing (f, d, s) we write just s. The operational semantics for 2 is based 
on a transition relation in the style of [ 18, 30]. A transition relation describes the 
steps we can take during a computation. We use a special symbol E, which stands 
for termination. A step can change the state and the (rest of the) program we have 
to execute. 
Definition 3.3. Let 
----> i;;; ( Prog x 1: x ( Prog u { E}) x 1:) 
be the smallest relation satisfying (writing (s, u) - (s', u') for (s, er, s', er') E - and 
(s, er) - (E, er') for (s, er, E, u') E-) 
• (b, er)- (E, /(b)(u)) if f(b)(er) exists, 
• (d(P), u)----> (s, er')==? ( P, u)- (s, er'), 
• (d(P), u)- (E, er')==? (P, er)- (E, er'), 
• (s1, er1 ) - (s2, u 2) ==? (s1; s, cr1) - (s2; s, CT2) 
(s1 II s, a1) - (s2 II s, er1) 
(s II S1, er1)- (s II s2, er1) 
(s+s1, u 1)-(s2 , u 2) 
(s 1 + s, er1) - (s2 , cr2), 
• (s1' CT1) - (E, CT2) ==? (s1; s, er1)- (s, CT2) 
(s111 s, er1)- (s, u2) 
(s II S1, a1) - (s, CT2) 
(s + S1' er1)- (E, a2) 
(s 1 + s, a 1) - (E, a 2), 
• (s, a)-* (E, a')==? ([s], a)- (E, er') 
(writing-* for the transitive closure of - ). 
The last rule takes several transitions together; in order to get a step from ([s ], a) 
we analyse sequences of steps from (s, a). We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. For all s E 2 and a E 1:, the set 
{s' E 2: 3a' E 1: [(s, er)- (s', er')]} 
is a finite set. 
Please note that the set (for any s E 2andaE1:) {(s', a') E 2x1:: (s, u) - (s', u')} 
is in general an infinite set. 
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We use the transition relation to give an operational semantics; we collect the 
sequence of states during a computation. Such a sequence can be finite or infinite. 
We also signal deadlock by a special symbol 8. Deadlock means that from a 
configuration (s, CT) no transition is possible. This can happen because Int contains 
partial functions. Let I* (Iw) denote the collection of all finite (infinite) words 
over .r. Let x be a typical element of I* and let y be a typical element of 
2:~ =.I* u 2:w. Let _r+ be 2:* without the empty word and let I~'= .I*· { 8} u _r+ u 
.I"'. Let z be a typical element of 2:~'. Put S = 2:-> g;(.r~'); the set of functions from 
2: to subsets of .I~'. The operational semantics is given in the following. 
Definition 3.5. Let (}: Prog-> S be given by 
e'.J'( s) = ACT.{ 0"1 ••. O"n : (s, CT) -> ( s l, CT l) -> ... ---> ( £, an)} u 
{IT l ..• O" n ••• : ( S, IT) -> ( S l , O" 1 ) -> · · · -> (Sn, IT n ) -> · · ·} U 
{a1 •• • <Tn8: (s, CT)-> (s 1 , a 1)-> · · ·-> (s,,, <T,,).-} 
(writing ( s,,, Un) .- for 'ii s, u[ ( s11 , a,,, s, CT) E-> /\ (s,,, er,,, E, (T) rE.->]). 
Note that the operational semantics is not compositional: take for example: 
B = { v := 1, v := 2, v := v + 1}, 1: = N (the set of integers). The state records the value 
of v. Letf E lnt be such thatf( v := 1 )( o-) = 1 ,f( v := 2)( CT) = 2,f( v := v + l )( u) = CT + 1. 
Take s1 =v:=t; v:=v+l and s2 =v:=l; v:=2. We have O(s 1)=0(s2)=Arr.{12}, 
but V(s 1 II s1) = ..\a.{1212, 1123} and e:J'(s2 II s 2) = Ao-.{1212, 1122}. 
The transition system and its derived operational semantics do not take local 
deadlock (inside atomic brackets) into account. A typical example is the statement 
[a; fail+ a; b]. Definition 3.5 gives only the successful computations (i.e. the state 
changes of a; b) and does not consider the possibility a ;fail. It is possible to extend 
the transition system with the following special deadlock rules: 
• (b, CT)-> (E, 8) if f(b)(u) is undefined; 
• (d(P), a)-> (E, 8) :::::;> (P, er)-> (E, 8); 
• (sr, o-1)-> (£, 8)::::? (s 1 ; s, o-1)-> (E, 8); 
• (s1, a)-> (E, 8) /\ (s 2 , u)-> (E, 8) :::::;> (s 111 s2, u)-> (E, 8) 
(s 1 +s2 , CT)-> (E, 8); 
• (s,CT)->*(E,8)::::;>([s],8)->(E,8). 
Another extension is needed to cope with infinite computations inside guards. We 
do not consider these two extensions here. For an account of these features we refer 
to [20]. 
We turn 1:~' into a complete metric space with the help of a prefix operator: 
Definie for each z E 1:~1 , z[ n] as the prefix of z of length n, if this exists, and z[ n] = z, 
otherwise. 
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Definition 3.6. We define a metric dst on I~t by putting d.1(Z1' Z2) = rN if Z1 :;C Z2 
where N = sup{n: z1[n] = z2[n]} and d.1(zi. z2) = 0 if z1 = z2. 
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.7. For any s E !£and u EI, O(s )(a) is a closed set. 
Proof. Take any sE!e and uEI. Suppose (y;); is a Cauchy sequence in O(s)(u). 
We show that limhooY;EO(s)(u). We only consider the case that lim;~ooY;Eiw 
(otherwise lim;~oo y; is constant from some moment on). Suppose that lim;~oo y; = 
a 1 a 2 • ••• For all i we have that Y; E O(s )( u) and this implies that for any i we can 
pick sequences (s;j, u;)j such that 
and y; = u; 1u;2 •••• 
Because (y;); is a Cauchy sequence, an infinite number of u;1 equals u 1 • By 
Lemma 3.4, there is only a finite number of possibilities for Sn. Hence there exists 
a s1 E !£ such that an infinite number of tu pies (sn, a; 1) equals (s1 , u 1). We can 
continue this construction and find a sequence of statements (s;) such that 
Next we give an alternative definition for the operational semantics. Lemma 3.4 
is used to show that this definition is well-defined. In the proof that the two definitions 
of() coincide, we use Lemma 3.7. 
From this moment on, we restrict S to the set of functions from I to the closed 
non-empty subsets of I~1 : S =I -+ ~ c1CI~1). This enables us to assign a metric to S 
in the standard way described in the previous section. 
Definition 3.8 (Alternative definition for tt). Let 0: Prog-+ S be the unique fixed 
point of the contraction L1: (Prog-+ S)-+ ( Prog-+ S) which is defined as follows: 
L1 (F)(s) = Au.{5: (s, u) ~} u 
{u1 : (s, a)-+ (E, u 1)} u 
U {u1 · F(s1)(u1): (s, u)-+ (s1, u1)}. 
First we show that the definition above is well-defined, i.e. that for any F, s, u 
we have that L1(F)(s)(u) is a closed set. Take any F, s, u and a Cauchy sequence 
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(z;); in J(F)(s)(a). There exists an infinite subsequence of (z1u 1); (f:N-->N 
monotonic) in one of the three following sets: 
(1) {o:(s,a)~}; 
(2) {u1 : (s, a)-> (E, a1)}; 
(3) U {u1 • F(s1)(a1): (s, u)-'> (s1, a1)}. 
We consider only the third case. By Lemma 3.4 we know that there is only a finite 
number of possibilities for s 1. Hence we can pick a 0'1 and a monotonic function 
g:N->N such that (zg(fi;))); is an infinite subsequence of (z1(i 1); in 
{a1 · F(s1)(a1): (s, a)-'> (s1, a 1)}. (Only 0'1 is free.) Because (zg(f(ill); is an infinite 
subsequence of a Cauchy sequence, we can find a 0- 1 and a monotonic function 
h: N--> N such that (zh<glf(iJiJ); is an infinite sequence in { o-1 • F(si) 
(a1): (s, u)-> (s 1 , u 1)}. Because (by definition of F) F(s 1)(u,) is a closed set we 
have that {u1 ·F(s1)(u1):(s,u)->(s1,u1)} is a closed set. Hence the infinite sub-
sequence (z1itg(flilJJ); of (z;); converges to an element in J(F)(s)(u). So also the 
whole Cauchy sequence converges to the same element in Ll(F)(s)(u). 
Next we show that the two definitions for (!)' coincide. By Lemma 3.7 we know 
that (}: Prog ....... S ( (} of Definition 3.5). It is not difficult to see that Ll ( 0) = (0'. By 
Banach's fixed point theorem we have that the two fixed points are the same. 
4. Denotational semantics 
In this section we define a denotational semantics for 5£. We call a semantics 
denotational if it is compositionally defined and treats recursion with the help of 
fixed points. With each operator in :£ we associate a semantic operator. The 
denotational semantics will be the fixed point of a higher-order operator. The 
denotational semantics will be based on domains which are metric spaces. These 
domains are defined as solutions of domain equations. 
In the construction of the domains for the denotational semantics we need an 
operator 1: D defined as follows. 
Definition 4.1. Let (M, d) be a metric space. We define a metric d on 
1: D M =def 1:~1 u :r+ X M by putting 
e d(z1, Z2) = d8 ,(Zi. Z2) if Zi, z2 E .1;~', 
• d((z1,m1),(z2,m2)) 
{ d,1(Z1, z2) if z1 , z2 El:+, m 1 , m2 EM, z1 7" z2 
= 2-1eng1h<z,l. d(m1, m,_) 'f ~+ M 
, I Zi.Z2E..:;,, m,,m2E 'Z1=Z2, 
• d(z1 , (z2 , m)) 
{ d.rCzi.Z2) ifz1E.l'~', Z2E.l'+, mEM, Z1r'Z2 
= 2-length(z1 I 'f '<'St + 1 Z1E-'"'s, Z2El:, mEM, z1=z2, 
d(( ) ) {dst(Z1,Z2) ifz2 E.l'~', Z1El:+, mEM, z1 r'z2 
Z1' m 'Zz = 2-length(z 1 ) t + ifz2E.l'~, Z1El:, mEM, Z1=Z2. 
• 
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We have that (.l' 0 M, d) is a complete ultrametric space if (M, d) is a complete 
ultrametric space. We briefly recall the notion of a (metric) domain equation. The 
general form of such an equation is P = F(P) or, more precisely, (P, s) == F((P, d) ), 
where the mapping F maps metric spaces to metric spaces. Under certain conditions, 
we can find unique solutions (up to isometry) in the category of complete metric 
spaces. We have no room to discuss details (see references after Definition 4.2). 
For our purposes, it is sufficient to know that P =I - r?Pc0 (2: 0 P) has a complete 
ultrametric space as solution. Formally, the metric on I - 9P co(I 0 P) is derived 
from the metric on M 1 = P, M2 =I 0 M 1, M3 = 9P co( M2) and M4 = .l' - M3. 
Definition 4.2. Let P be the unique complete ultrametric space that satisfies 
Elements of P are called processes. Let p be a typical element of P. Given an 
initial state a, p( a) is a (compact) set. Elements of this set are either in 2:~1 or in 
.l'+xP. An element in J;+ (J;w) can be seen as a (non) terminating computation, 
an element in 2:* · {8) as a computation ending in deadlock. An element in 2:+ x P 
can be viewed as a terminating computation which has a resumption; after the 
computation (which is finite), it turns itself into another process. 
The way in which we solved the domain equation does not completely follow the 
usual pattern of solving domain equations as described in [10] or [1]. However, 
when we consider the two equations 
Q=.l' u{o}u.l' xQu 2: xP, 
we can apply the usual pattern and obtain an isometric domain. 
For each syntactic operator in !:£ we define a semantic operator. The semantic 
operators corresponding with ; , + and II will be of type P x P - P and the semantic 
operator corresponding to [ ·] will be of type P - P. 
Definition 4.3. The operators ; , +, ~, P x P--+ P and the operator stream, P - P are 
defined as follows. Let 
P1+P2 = Aa.(p1(a)u P2(a)) 
and let;, II be the unique fixed points of the contractions 4>;, <I>n: (PxP--+ P) - (P x 
P--+ P) that are defined as follows (F ranges over P x P--+ P) 
4>;( F)( p1 , p2 ) = Aa.{z: z E p 1 (a) A z E .l'"' u .l'* · { 8}} u 
{(z, Pi):zEp1(a)AzE.l'+}u 
{(z, F(p, P2)): (z, p) E P1(a)}, 
cf>~(F)(p1, Pi)= cf>;(F)(p1, P2)f-cf>;(F)(p2, P1). 
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and let stream P - P be the unique fixed point of the contraction 
<Psrream: (P- P)--> (P- P) that is defined by 
<Psrream(F)(p) = Au.{z E .l'~t: Z E p( O")} U 
{xu' z: (xa', p') E p(a) 11 z E F( p')(u')}. 
We give some explanation for the stream operation. First note that for all processes 
p and states u we have that stream(p )(u) s:;; I~1 • Hence we can say that the operator 
stream removes the tree-like structure of the process. It also removes the interleaving 
points of a process. Processes allow for interleaving; an element of p(a) can be of 
the form (x, p'). After computation x it turns itself into p'. Before starting the 
computations in p', other processes can do some computations. Accordingly we say 
that between x and p' we have an interleaving point. The operator stream removes 
these points by passing the final state of the computation x as argument to the 
process p'. 
In the sequel we use a left-merge operator. 
- - -Definition 4.4. Define IL : P x P--> P by IL = <l>;( 11). 
We often write ; , +, II. IL rather than ; , +, ~, [ if no confusion is possible. We 
have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. For all p1 , p2 , p;, p; E P and for all op E {;, II. IL, +} we have 
d(p, op P2. p; opp~) :s;:; max{d(p,, p;), d(p2 , pm 
and 
A proof of a very similar lemma is given in [ 1 O]. Now we can define a denotational 
semantics for 2 in the following. 
Definition 4.6. Let 9lJ : Prog __,. P be the unique fixed point of the contraction 
<P: ( Prog--> P) __,. (Prog - P) which is defined inductively as follows. 
• c/J(F)(b) = Aa.{ ~;ib )(a)} if/( b )( u) exists 
otherwise, 
• c/J(F)(P) = c/J(F)(d(P)), 
• <P(F)(s,; s2) = 4>(F)(s1); F(s2), 
• 4>(F)(s1 + s2) = <P(F)(s1 ) + c/J(F)(s2), 
• c/J(F)(s1 II s2) = 4>(F)(s1) II c.P(F)(s2), 
• c/J(F)([s]) =stream( c/J(F)(s) ) . 
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5. Relation between the operational and denotational semantics 
The operational semantics (J delivers linear time objects (for a given state u, 
O(s )( u) s; .I~1 ) whereas the denotational semantics f0 delivers branching time objects 
in P. We define a restriction operator restr which will link (J and f0: given a process 
p and an initial state u, it delivers certain "paths" in the process p. A path will be 
an element of .I~1 • In the next definition we use the operator last which takes the 
last element of a word in .I+. 
Definition 5.1. Let restr: P - S be the unique fixed point of the contraction 
I':(P-S)-(P-S) 
which is given by I'(F)(p)(er)={8} if p(er)c:.Iwu.I*·{8} and 
I'(F)(p )( u) =Cl( {last(x): x E .I+ 11 x E p(u)} u 
U {last(x) · F(p')(last(x)): 
(x, p')e.I+xP11 (x, p')ep(u)} 
otherwise. 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. 0 = restr 0 f0. 
In order to prove this theorem, we will define an intermediate semantics !/J. It is 
called intermediate because it serves as an intermediate semantics between (J and 
£Ll: it is defined with the help of a transition system (like the operational semantics) 
and it delivers tree-like objects (like the denotational semantics). An essential further 
property of the intermediate semantics (compared to the operational semantics) is 
that it keeps the intermediate states in the computation. This facilitates the proof 
of the theorem which we prove in two steps. First we show that 5' = f0 and secondly 
we show that 0 = restr o 5'. 
We prove 5' = £Ll by showing that f0 is a fixed point of the defining contraction 
of 5', and hence, by Banach's theorem, we have that 5' = f0. We give the transition 
system for the intermediate semantics 5' in the following. 
Definition 5.3. Let 
- s; Prog x .Ix .I~1 x (Prog u {E}) x (.I u {8}) 
be the smallest relation satisfying (writing (s, er)~ (s', er') for (s, er, z, s', er') E-'>, 
(s, u) ~ (E, a') for (s, er, z, E, er') e-, and (s, er)~ (E, S) for (s, u, z, E, 8) e-) 
• (b, a)~ (E, J(b)(a)) if f(b )(er) E .I, 
• (b, a)!!.. (E, 8) if f(b )(a) is undefined, 
• (d(P), u) ~ (s, er')::::;> (P, u) ~ (s, u'), 
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• (d(P), a)~ (E, o-') :=;. (P, a-)~ (E, a'), 
• (d(P), a)~ (E, 8) =;> (P, a)~ (E, 8), 
(s1 II s, 0"1) ~ (s2 II s, u2) 
(s II S1, a1) ~ (s II s2, a1)) 
• (s1, a1) ~ (E, u2) =;> (s1; s, a-1) ~ (s, a1) 
(s1 II s, a1) ~ (s, a1) 
(s II Si. a1) ~ (s, cr2) 
(s + s 1 , a,)~ (E, o-2 ) 
( S1 + s, CT1) ~ ( E, 0-2), 
• (s 1 , a 1 ) ~ (E, 8) =;> (s 1 ; s, a 1) ~ (E, 8) 
(s1 II s, a1) ~ (E, 8) 
(s II s1, cr1) ~ (E, 8) 
( s + s], (}" 1) ~ ( E, 8) 
(s1 + s, u 1) ~ (E, 8), 
Note that we have defined two transition relations; one in Definition 3.3 and the 
other in Definition 5.3. The second relation is always written with a superscript. 
The following lemma holds. 
Lemma 5.4 
3z [(s, a-)..:._. (s', a')] ~ (s, u)-> (s', a-'), 
3z [(s, a-)~ (E, u')] <::> (s, a-)-> (E, a-'). 
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It follows that 
13z, s', <.r' [(s, <.r) ~ (s', <.r') v (s, <.r) ~ (E, u')] ~ (s, a)--1-+. 
Next we give the intermediate semantics. 
Definition 5.5. Let .P: Prag~ P be the unique fixed point of the contraction 
o/: (Prog ~ P) ~ (Prog ~ P) which is defined as follows: 
o/(F)(s) = Aa.{z: (s, er)~ (E, u')}v 
{z: (s, er)~ (E, 8)} u 
{(z, F(s')): (s, er)~ (s', <.r')}. 
In Appendix A we show that 'l' is well-defined (i.e. for any F, s and a we have 
that o/(F)(s)(er) is a compact set). We provde a lemma with properties of the 
defining contraction o/ of .P. 
Lemma 5.6 
(1) o/(0J)(b) = 0J(b), 
(2) o/(0J)(P) = o/(0J)(d(P)), 
(3) o/(0J)(s,; s2) = o/(22J)(s1); 22l(s2), 
(4) o/(22J)(s 1 + s2 ) = o/(9ll)(s 1)+ o/(0J)sJ, 
(5) o/(0J)(s, II s2) = o/(9ll)(s1)[L0J(s2)+ o/(0J)(s2)[l_0J(s,), 
(6) o/(0J)([s]) E P n S, 
(7) o/(0J)([s]) = Acr.{z: (s, a)~ (E, er')} v 
{ z : ( s, er) ~ ( E, o)} v 
U {z· o/(0J)([s'])(a'): (s, a)~ (s', a')}. 
We give some details of the proof of case (5). 
o/ ( 0J )(s, II s2) = Aa.{ z: (s1 II S2, a)~ ( E, a')} u 
{ z : ( s 1 II Sz, a) ~ ( E, 8)} u 
{(z, 0J(s')): (.~·,II s2 , er)~ (s', cr')}. 
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Because a transition from (s1 II s2 , er) never yields a configuration of the form (E, er') 
we have that 
l['(g]J)(s1 II s2) = Au.{z: (s1 II s2, er)_:_.. (E, .S)} u 
{(z, 0J(s')): (s1 II s2, er)_:_.. (s', u')}. 
By properties of the transition system we have (s111 s2, u) _:. (s', CT 1) if and only if 
3s; [(s1, er-=-.. (s;, er') As'= s; II s2] 
or 
or 
(s 1 , u) _:. (E, u') f\ s' = s2 
or 
By similar properties we have (s1 II s2 , u) _:. (E, o) if and only if (s1 , u) _:. (E, o) or 
(s2 , er)_:. (E, 8). Hence 
I[' ( gj) )(s1 II s2) = Au. { z: ( s1 , er)_:_.. ( E, 8)} u 
{z:(s2 ,er)-=-.. (E,o)}u 
{ z, ffi ( s; II s2)) : ( s1, er) -=-.. ( s; , u')} u 
{ ( z, ffi ( s I II s;)) : ( s 2 ' (J") -=-.. ( s; ' (J' I)} u 
{(z, 0J(s2)): (s 1 , u) _:. (E, CT1)} u 
{(z, 0J(s 1)):(s2 , u)-=-.. (E, CT 1)}. 
Rearranging and using the compositionality of 0J we obtain 
1['(0J)(s1 II S2) = Au.{z: (s1' u)-=-.. (E, o)} u 
and this equals 
{(z, ffi(s;) II gjJ(s2)): (s1, u) _:_.. (s;, u')} u 
{(z, 0J(s2)): (s1, er)_:. (E, u')} u 
{z:(s2 ,u)-=-..(E,o)}u 
{(z, ffi(s1) 119.0(s;)): (s2, u)-=-.. (s;, u')} u 
{ ( z, ffi ( s 1)) : ( s 2 ' O") -..:... ( E, 0'1)} 
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Lemma 5.7. P(ffi) = ffi. 
Proof. We show that for all s E ::t 
d(t/f(ffi)(s), ffi(s)) ~ i· d( P(ffi), ffi). 
This implies that d ( P ( ffi ), ffi) :;;; ~ · d ( 1JI ( ffi), ffi), i.e. d ( 1JI ( ffi), ffi) = 0, i.e. P ( ffi) = ffi. 
We first prove it for g E ::ts· We use structural induction on the elements of :±'K. 
We give only the cases g; s, [g]: 
(g; s) d(P(ffi)(g; s), ffi(g; s)) 
= d(P(ffi)(g); ffi(s), fil(g); 0l(s)) (Lemma 5.6) 
~ max{d( 1P(0l )(g), 0l(g)), d(0J(s), @(s))} (Lemma 4.5), 
d(P(0J)(g), q[J(g)) :;;;i · d( 1P(0J), q[J) (induction), 
([g]) d(P(0J)([g]), 0J([g])) 
~ max{d(1/f(0J)([g]), stream(1/f(f0)(g))), 
d(stream( 1P(0J)(g)), 0J([g]))} (d is an ultrametric). 
We show that 
(1) d( 1P(0J)([g]), stream( 1P(0l)(g)))"" i · d( 1P(f0), 01), 
(2) d(stream(P(0l)(g)), 0l([g]))""i·d(P(q]J), 9J). 
(1) P(@)([g]) = Acr.{z: (g, a)...:.. (E, a')}u 
{ z: (g, a)...:.. ( E, c5)} u 
U {z· 1/f(0l)([s'])(CT1): (g, O")...:.. (s', 0" 1 )} (Lemma 5.6). 
On the other hand, we have 
stream(P(ffi)(g)) = stream(A<T.{z: (g, O")...:.. (E, 0" 1)}u 
{z: (g, 8)...:.. (E, o)}u 
= AO".{Z: (g, <r)...:.. (£, rr')} u 
{ z : ( g, O") ...:.. ( E, o ) } u 
{(z, 01(s')): (g, O")...:.. (s', 0" 1)}) 
(definition of P) 
U {z ·stream ( 0J )(s')( CT 1)): (g, er)...:.. ( s', rr')} (definition of stream) 
= AO".{z: (g, O")...:.. (E, rr')} u 
{ z: (g, O")...:.. ( E, o)} u 
U {z· 0J([s'])): (g, O")...:.. (s', 0" 1 )} 
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so 
d( 1J1'(0Y)([g]), stream(P(fl!)(g))) ~! · d( P(ffi), ffi) 
since z = yu' is not equal to the empty word (hence the factor!). Note that the last 
step does not use the induction hypothesis. 
(2) d (stream( 1Jt(0) )(g) ), 'If! ([g ]) ) = d (stream( P( 0)) (g) ), stream ('If! (g))) 
.;;; d(1Jt(0Y)(g), ffi(g)) (Lemma 4.5) 
.;;;!· d(1Jt(ffi), ffi) (induction hypothesis). 
Secondly, we extend .2g to .2. We use structural induction on the elements of 5£. 
All cases are the same as for .2g, except for P (which is not present in the guarded 
case). 
(P) By Lemma 5.6 we have 1Jt(ffi)(P) = 1/f('lf!)(d(P)) and by the definition of 0) 
we have r!iJ(P)=0)(d(P)). Hence 
d(P(:JJ)(P), 0)(P)) = d(1Jt(ffi)(d(P)), ffi(d(P))) 
~~- d(1Jt(ffi), fZJ) (d(P) is a guarded statement). 
By Bananch's fixed point theorem we have the following. 
Corollary 5.8. Ji = 0). 
Lemma 5.9. (} == restr a .9. 
Proof. We show that 
Ll(restr o Ji)= restr o j 
where Ll is the defining contraction of f!J. By the definition of Ll, ,1.(restr 0 .9)(s)(u) = 
{o} if (s, a)-1-'>. Because (s, u)-1-'> implies 
13z, s', a' [(s, u)..:.. (s', a-') v (s, u)..:.. (E, u')], 
we have by definition of j that 
i.e. (restr 0 Ji )(s )(a)= { o}. Now assume that there are transitions possible from (s, u): 
.1( restr o Ji)(s)(o-) = {a-': (s, o-)---> (E, a')} u 
U {u' · (restr 0 .J')(s')(a'): (s, a-)-> (s', o-')} 
(because restr 0 Ji E Prog-> S we have that ,1.(restr o Ji)(s)(u) is a closed set by 
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definition of L1 ( cf. the justification for Definition 3.8)) 
=Cl( {al: (s, a)~ (E, a')} u 
U {a'· (restr 0 J')(s')(a'): (s, O") ~ (s', CT')} 
=Cl( {last(x· 0" 1): (s, a)~ (E, a') 11 x E .. r*} u 
U {last(x· a')· ( restr 0 J')(s')(last(x· a'): (s, O") ~ (s', a')} 
= (restr o J')(s)(a). 
6. Concurrent Prolog 
In this section we apply the framework of the previous sections. We choose a set 
of elementary actions, a set of procedure variables, a set of states and an interpreta-
tion function in such a way that we obtain a denotational and an operational 
semantics for Concurrent Prolog. A Concurrent Prolog program is "translated" to 
an element of Prog. 
We first introduce the language Concurrent Pro log ( CP) in an informal way. The 
reader not familiar with CP should consult [35], the paper which introduces the 
concepts of CP. 
Let a be a typical element of the set of atoms Atom. Atoms are built up in the 
usual way from constants, variables, functors and predicate symbols. In CP there 
is a special functor ? of arity 1 which is called the read-only functor. The paper 
[33] signals some problems with the interpretation of the read-only functor in [35]. 
Saraswat gives in [33] an alternative interpretation for the read-only functor (input-
only functor in his terms). This interpretation is an extension of normal unification. 
We take over his interpretation. In this section we do not give a formal definition 
of the extended unification. We provide an appendix in which we give the details. 
The rest of the paper can be read without knowledge of the exact details. We denote 
the extended unification function by mgu'!. It is a partial function on Atom x Atom. 
If it is defined it delivers a substitution. 
A CP program is a finite set of elements (called clauses) of the following form: 
a~a 11···11a la f\···f\a l n n+l m • 
Both n, m can be 0. The bar I is called the commit operator, a the head, a 1 I\ · · • I\ an 
the guard and an+i /\ · · ·A am the body of the clause. If n = 0 we have an empty 
guard and if n = m we have an empty body. Let Clause be the set of clauses and 
let c be a typical element of Clause. Besides a finite set of clauses, we also have a 
goal which is of the form ii1 /\ · · · 11 iik. 
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If k = 0 we say that the goal is empty. The (interleaved) execution of a CP program 
goes as follows. We execute the goal given the identity substitution. The execution 
of a goal given a (current) substitution means that we try to resolve all the atoms 
in the goal until the goal is empty. If the goal is empty we return a substitution. In 
order to resolve an atom we unify it with the head of a clause (taking the current 
substitution into account) and we try to execute the guard (given the "new" 
substitution resulting from the unification). The unification and the execution of 
the guard do not yet influence the current substitution. Only after the guard becomes 
empty we commit: we do not consider alternatives for this clause anymore and we 
replace the atom by the body of the clause and update the current substitution. The 
execution model described here is an interleaving model. We do not consider here 
a parallel model where we have truly parallel processes. In such a model we also 
would have to check if a substitution delivered by the execution of a guard matches 
with the current substitution. 
We introduce disjoint sets of variables. This is done for technical reasons. During 
the process described above we replace atoms by bodies of clauses. In order to 
avoid clashes of variables, every time we rewrite an atom we "replace" the variables 
in the clause by new ones. This is intuitively correct because clauses are assumed 
to be universally quantified. Therefore we partition the set of variables Var into 
infinite disjunct subsets Var,,, where a ranges over N*, the set of finite words of 
integers. Assume injections a: Var, ~ Var.,, (and their natural extensions to elements 
of Atom). Now we choose our basic sets; take I the set of substitutions, B = 
Atom x Atom and Proc = Atom x ~*. A pair (a, a) in Proc specifies that we have to 
rewrite the atom a with a clause of the program in which the variables are taken 
from Var ... Take 
f(a1, a2)(u) = mgu?(a1, u(a2)) 0 u 
if mgu.1(a 1 , u(a2)) is defined and is undefined otherwise. The composition ° is the 
usual composition of substitutions (see for example [2]). 
Fix a CP program and a goal. We assume that all variables in the program and 
in the goal are taken from Var,. We define a function 
by 
stm : Clause x Proc ~ !£8 
stm(ii - al/\ ... A an I an+I /\ ... /\am, (a, a)) 
= [(a(ii), a); (a(a1), a· Oil·· ·il(a(an), a· n)]; 
( a(an+1), a· n + 1) II· · ·II (a(am), a· m). 
Suppose the set of clauses is {ci. ... , ed. Define 
(*) d(P) = stm(ci. P)+ · · ·+stm(ck> P). 
Assume the goal is ii1 11 • • • A iik. Take 
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Some explanation is necessary. Execution of the goal consists of parallel execution 
of the k procedure variables (iii. 1), ... , (lib k). When we call stm on a clause c 
and a pair (a, a) it considers what has to be done in order to rewrite atom a with 
clause c in which we have to take the variables from Var,,. Suppose c =ii ~ a1 11 • · • 11 
an I an+I /\ ... /\am. First we unify a with ii (the head of clause c). Because we have 
to take variables from Var., we rename the variables in ii with the operator a; this 
results in the pair (a(a), a). After this unification, we have to execute the guard of 
the clause c, i.e. a1 11 • • • 11 an. We can execute all the atoms (in which the variables 
are renamed by a) in parallel. In order to avoid clashes of variables, we specify 
that if a(a;) is rewritten by a clause, variables in that clause are to be taken from 
Var,,.;. The resolving of the guard and the unification is not (yet) allowed to influence 
other computations. This is modeled by considering them to be an elementary action 
by placing [ · ] around the unification and the guard. After the execution of the 
guard, we continue with the execution of the body; again with the renaming and 
the specification of sets of variables. 
Now we can also have a better understanding of the operator restr (see Definition 
5.1). Alternative clauses are joined together by the+ operator in (*). Semantically 
this means that they are alternative computations. As indicated above, the grainsize 
(the computations between two interleaving points) is the computation of guards. 
If there is a terminating guard computation, it can be chosen; deadlocking and/ or 
non-terminating computations of guards need no longer be considered. If there are 
only deadlocking and/ or non-terminating computations we never reach the commit 
and we have deadlock. 
There is no explicit communication in the language 2. The reader might wonder 
how the communication of Concurrent Prolog is modeled. (In fact, we view CP as 
a kind of subset of !£.) First note that the interpretation function f depends on 
atomic actions and states; for one state an atomic action can terminate and for 
another state it can deadlock. In the CP translation a state is a substitution. As the 
computation proceeds, substitutions become more filled in. Hence it is possible that 
at a certain point an atomic action is in a deadlock situation and at a later point 
(when other processes have presented more information to the state) it can continue 
its execution (cf. also the definition of mgu 7 in Appendix B for this phenomenon). 
One could say that a deadlock is not always hard in the sense that if a deadlock is 
encountered, it will not necessarily stay in that situation. We thus see that the 
synchronization is via shared variables, not via explicit communication actions. 
This translation induces an operational- and denotational semantics for Concur-
rent Prolog. We combine the translation to 2 with the operational- and denotational 
semantics for 2. Also the equivalence (an operator linking the two semantics for 
Concurrent Prolog) is induced by the translation; we already have the restriction 
operator restr that related the two semantics for 2. This method of uniform abstrac-
tion gives in our opinion more insight into the semantic models than a direct 
definition would give. A direct definition yields a transition system in the style of 
[33] and a denotational semantics as in [21]. The proof of the equivalence between 
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two such semantic definitions would be more difficult to understand (due to the 
interpretation of the abstract sets). 
Note that the renaming of variables takes place at the level of syntax. An alternative 
would be to treat this renaming at a semantic level (for example in the states). 
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Appendix A: Well-definedness of 1/F 
In this appendix we show that the function P as defined in Definition 5.5 is 
well-defined; we show that P(F)(s)(o-) is a compact set for any F, s, u. Before we 
state this as a lemma, we first define another transition system which enables us to 
analyse a computation (s, o-) ~ (s', o-') by giving intermediate statements and states. 
When we have established relations between this new transition system to the old 
one, we are able to use a standard method to show compactness. 
We first extend the language ::£to y;exr by introducing the operators leftmerge IL 
and rightmerge Jl : 
s: := b IP I Si; s2 I Si+ s2 I Si II s2 I [ s] I Si lL s2 I siJJ S2. 
The intuition behind the lL (Jl) is that si lL s2 (sds2) is like si II s2 , but the first step 
has to be taken from s 1 (s2). Next we give the transition relation 
-?3 c y;•xr X 2. X (::fextu {E}) X (l' U {8} ). 
It is the union of transition relations 
-? 1 , -?2 C y;ext X 2, X ( ::£0 " U { E}) X ( l' U { 8}). 
The intuition behind - 1 and - 2 is that we do - 2 transitions inside atomic brackets 
and that we do - 1 transitions as long as we are outside the scope of such brackets. 
The transition relations - 1 , - 2 are defined as follows. 
Definition A.I. Let 
-?I> -?zC ::£ext X 2, X (::£ext U {E}) X (2, U {8}) 
be the smallest relation satisfying (writing (s, o-)-; (s', o-') for (s, o-, s', u') E -; and 
(s,u)--";(E,<r') for (s,<r,E,cr')E--'>; and (s,cr)-;(E,8) for (s,u,E,o)E~; 
(i=l,2) 
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• ( b, u) ---" 1 ( E, f( b) ( u)) if f( b )( u) exists, 
• (b, o-) - 1 (E, 8) if f(b)(u) is undefined, 
• (d(P), o-) -; (s, 0- 1 ) ~ (P, a-)-"; (s, 0- 1 ) (i = 1, 2), 
• (d(P), o-) -; (E, 0- 1 ) ~ (P, u) -; (E, 0- 1 ) (i = 1, 2), 
• (d(P), u) -; (E, 8) ~ (P, a-)-"; (E, 8) (i = 1, 2), 
• (s1, 0-1) -; (s2, 0-2) ~ (s1; s, 0-1)-1 (s2; s, cr2) 
(s1 + s, a1l-+1 (s2, cr2) I (E, cr2) I(£, 8) 
(s+s1, cr1)-1 (s2, a2) 
(s II S1, o-1l-1 (s II s2, 0-2) 
(s1 II s, 0-1) -1 (s2 II s, cr2) 
(s1 lL s, a1) -1 (s2 II s, cr2) 
(s Jj s1, cr1)-"1 (s II s2, a2) 
([s1J, 0-1)---"2 ([s2J, a2), 
• (s 1 , a 1)-1 (E, a 2 ) ~ (s1; s, a 1)-"1 (s, cr2) 
(s 1 +s, a 1)-" 1 (E, a 2 ) 
(s+s1, a1l-1 (E, 0-2) 
(s II S1, 0-1)---->1 (s, a2) 
(s1 II s, 0-1)-+1 (s, a2) 
(S1 li__ S, 0-1)-1 (s, 0-2) 
(s Jj s 1 , 0-1)- 1 (s, a 2 ) 
([s1], 0-1)---->2 (E, a2), 
• ( s 1 , a-1 ) ----> 1 ( E, 8 ) ~ ( s 1 ; s, a 1 ) - 1 ( E, 8) 
(s 1 + s, 0-1)- 1 (E, 8) 
(s+s1, a 1)----> 1 (E, 8) 
(s II S1, a1)---->1 (E, 8) 
(s1 II s, a1)--->1 (E, 8) 
(s1 lL s, a1)-"1 (E, 8) 
(s Jj S1, 0-1) -1 (£, 8) 
([s1 ], a1) -2 ( E, 8 ), 
• (s 1, 0-1)-2 (s2, a 2 ) ~ (s 1; s, a 1)-2 (s2; s, a 2 ) 
(s 1 + s, o-1) - 2 (s2 , a 2 ) 
(s+s1, a1)---->2 (s2, a2) 
(s II s, a1) ---->2 (s2 ll s, 0-2) 
(s II S1, a1) -"2 (s Jl S2, a2) 
(s1 lL s, a 1)-2 (s2 li__ s, a2) 
(s Jj s1 , <T1 ) - 2 (s J s2 , a 2 ) 
([s1], 0-1)-2 ([s2], 0-2), 
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(s1, 0-1) -+2 (E, o-2) ==? (s1; s, a1) _,.2 (s, a2) 
(s1 + s, <T1) _,. 2 (E, u 2) 
(a + s 1 , <T 1) _,. 2 ( E, a 2 ) 
(s1 II s, a1) _,.2 (s, a2) 
(s II Si, a1) _,.2 (s, <T2) 
(Sill_ S, 0"1) _,.2 (s, 0-2) 
(s JJ Si, <T1) _,.2 (s, <T2) 
([s1], <T1) _,.2 (E, 0-2), 
• (s1, 0-1) -+2 (E, 8) ==? (s 1 ; s, a1) _,.2 (E, 8) 
(s 1 + s, a-1) _,. 2 (E, 8) 
(s+si,0-1)_,.2 (E, 8) 
(Si II s, 0"1) _,.2 (E, 8) 
(s II S1, <Ti) _,.2 (E, 8) 
(s1 LI._ s, a-1) _,. 2 (E, 8) 
(s jJ S1, 0-1) _,.2 (E, 8) 
([s1J, a-1) _,.2 (E, 8). 
Note that transitions of the form (s1ops2,a-)-? 1 ···for opE{[L, llJ are not 
needed if we consider only transition sequences from (s, er) where s E 2:. 
Lemma A.2. For any (s, er) E :£0 ' 1 x 2: the sets 
{(s', o-'): (s, o-) _,. 3 (s', er')} 
and 
{(E, o-'): (s, a-) ~3 (E, <T 1)} 
are .finite. 
Next we give a relationship between the transition relations. 
Lemma 7.3. For all n ~ 0, s, s', a-, a', a 1 , ••• , a-n, ... we have 
(1) ( s, 0-) (E, a-1) ==? 3s1 , ••• , Sn 
E :;;ext [(s, o-) _,.3 (s,' 0-1)-?3 ... (sn, a,,)-?3 (E, a-')], 
(2) 
c.r 1 •.. (.T (T' (s, u) " (s 1,<T 1)=?3s1 ,. • .,sn 
E :;;ext [(s, o-) _,. 3 (s1 , u 1)-?3 · · · (s,,, u,,)-?3 (s', u')], 
(3) a 1 •.. <.r 0 (s,u) " (E,8)=?3s1,. . .,sn 
E ,;eext [(s, u) _,.3 (si, 0'1)-?3 · · · (s,,, 0-,,)-?3 (£, 8)], 
(4) (s, a) 
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The inverse implications are not true in general; take b 1 , b2 such thatf(b 1)(e:r) =a 
and f(b 2)(a) is undefined for all a. We have 
(l) (b1; bi, a) _. 3 (bi, er) _. 3 (E, a) but not (b 1 ; b1, er)~ (E, a), 
(2) (bi; b1; b1, a) -->3 (bi; b1, er) -->3 (b 1 , er) but not (bi; b1; b1 , a)~ (bi, c:r) 
(3) (bi; b2 , c:r)-->3 (b2, c:r)-..3 (E, o) but not (b 1 ; b2 , er)~ (E, o), 
(4) d(P) =bi, P and (P, c:r)--> 3 (P, c:r)--3 (P, a)--> 3 ···but not 
( P, a) "''· · ( E, 0 ) . 
we can summarize these counterexamples above by saying that we do not have 
enough information about the grain size in the sequence of _,. 3 transitions. 
We introduce the notion of a substatement. A substatement intuitively is a part 
of a statement that can perform one step. The function sub delivers a set of 
substatements. 
Definition 7.4 
(1) sub ( b) = { b}, 
(2) sub(si; s2 ) = sub(s 1), 
(3) sub(si+s2 )=sub(s1)usub(s2 ), 
(4) sub(s 1 \\ s2 ) = sub(si) u sub(s2), 
(5) sub([s 1]) = {[si]}, 
(6) sub(P) = sub(g) if d(P) =g. 
With the notion of substatement we are able to state the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.5. For all n ~ 0, s, er, a', cr 1 , ••• , a,,, ... we have 
(1) 3s' [(s, c:r) " 1 ""',,'' (s', u')] v (s, c:r) " 1 ... ",,'' (£, c:r')~ 
3§ E sub(s)3s 1 , ••• , s,, 
(2) IT l .. ff,/5 (s,u) (E,o)~3§Esub(s)3s 1 , ••• ,s,, 
(3) fF I ff~ ... ( s, u) _____:___. ( E, o) ~ 
3 § E sub ( s) 3 s i , s2 , ••• E ::£"xi [ U, a-) _,. 3 (Si , c:ri) __,. 3 ( s 2 , c:r2 ) -->3 · · ·]. 
Now we turn to the well-definedness of 11'. 
Lemma 7.6. We have that o/(F)(s)(a-) is a compact set.for any F, s, a. 
Proof. Pick arbitrary F, s, c:r. Take an arbitrary infinite sequence in 1.Jr ( F)(s )(a). 
There exists an infinite subsequence of this subsequence in one of the following 
three subsets of o/(F)(s)(c:r): 
(1) {z: (s, c:r) ._:. (E, a')}, 
(2) {z: (s, u) ._:. (E, 8)}, 
(3) {(z, F(s')): (s, a)~ (s', a')}. 
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We only consider the last case. The other cases can be handled in a similar way. 
First note that there is only a finite number of statements s' such that 
3u'3z [(s, u) ~ (s', o-')]. 
Hence there exists an infinite subsequence of the form (z;, F(s')); for some fixed 
s'. Hence it suffices to show that (z;); has a converging subsequence. Assume there 
is no infinite constant subsequence (otherwise we are done). 
For all i there exists a statements: and O"; such that (s, u)-+z' (s;, uD. By Lemma 
7 .5 we have that for each i there exist a substatement s; E sub(s ), integer n;;;;. 0, 
tuples (sn, criJ), ... , (s;n,, CT;n,) such that 
There exists only a finite number of substatements of s. Hence an infinite number 
of the S; is equal to a certain s. So we are able to pick an infinite subsequence (zfu)); 
of (z;); where f is chosen such that f is monotonic and s1u) = s for all i. For each 
n ;;;.1 we can pick a tuple (sn, un) and a monotonic function fn :1\1-+f\I such that 
(1) if n = 1 then (zu,•/Hn); is an infinite subsequence of (z/(il);, 
(2) if n > 1 then (zu~+ 1 ..... f,•fl(ii}; is an infinite subsequence of (zu;,•···•f,•/Hn);, 
(3) Vi [(su" ..... J,•JHil,n, uun•··· 0 1, 01Hn.nl = (s", a-")]. 
We have 
Take the infinite subsequence (zu;····•Ji><o); of (z;);. Note that 
and by Lemma 7.5, (s, a)-z (E, 8). 
Appendix B: The extended unification function 
In this appendix we show a way to define the function mgu? based on [33]. 
(Following [33] we interpret the read-only functor ? as an input-only functor.) There 
are other ways to define this function. This paper is independent of the way the 
mgu.! function is defined. 
Following Saraswat, we impose the following restrictions: 
(1) read-only functors are only allowed in heads of clauses, 
(2) if a subterm of a term is annotated, then also the term is annotated. 
We formalize these points. Let t be a typical element of the set Term of terms in 
which the read-only functor ? does not appear: 
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We extend Term to Term., as follows. Let s be a typical element of the set Term.,: 
Let Atom contain elements of the form P(t 1 , ••• , t,,) and Atom'? elements of the 
form P(s1 , ••• , s,,) where P is a predicate symbol of arity n. The restrictions can 
now be stated as follows; elements of Atom'? are only allowed as the heads of clauses. 
All other atoms (in goals, guards and bodies) are to be taken from Atom. 
Assume that a variable in the head of a clause is annotated (preceded by a 
read-only functor). The meaning of this annotation is that the variable should receive 
a (partial) value (i.e. a term that is not a variable) when it is unified with an atom 
in the goal. 
We give an extended version of the unification algorithm based on [2] and (11]. 
A finite subset of Term.? x Term'! we call solved if it is of the form 
where for 1.;;: i.;; n we have that X; E Var, t; E Term, X; does not occur in l; and for 
l.;; i <j.;;: n we have X; 7" xj. A finite solved subset of Term 7 x Term.? determines a 
substitution e as follows: 
e(x;) = t; (}.;;i.;;: n), 
Assume that X, Ye Term.,x Term'!. We write X ~ Y if Y is obtained from X by 
choosing an element of one of the forms below and by performing the corresponding 
action. 
( 1) (x, x): delete the pair, 
(2) (?(x), f(t 1 , ••• , tn)>: replace by (x, f(t 1 , ••• , t,,)), 
(3) (f(t1 , ••• , In), ?(x)): replace by (f(t 1 , ••• , t,,), x), 
(4) (?(f(s 1 , ••• ,s,,)),f(t1 , ••• ,t11 )):replaceby(s1 ,t1), ••• ,(s,,,t,,), 
(5) (f(t1 , ••• , t,,), ?(f(s 1 , ••• , s,,))): replace by (t 1 , s 1), ••• , (t,,, s,,), 
(6) (f(t 1 , ••. , t,,),f(t;, ... , t~))): replace by (t 1 , t;>, ... , (t,,, t~), 
(7) (t, x): replace by (x, t), 
(8) (x, t) where x occurs in other pairs and x does not occur in t: apply substitution 
x := t to all other pairs. 
Now define 
by 
if there exist a n ~ 0 and X 1 , X 2 , ••• , X,, such that 
where X,, is in solved form and determines e, and is undefined otherwise. 
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